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ABSTRACT
The benefits of daylighting are well established. However, interpretation and application of annual-climatebased daylighting data are still relatively novel. Furthermore, the details about how building inhabitants
engage with daylighting controls in spaces with daylight over time (relative to annual simulation) is less
known. There remains a lack of consensus regarding the proper behavioral patterns that annual-climatebased daylighting simulation should employ regarding operation of interior manually-controlled window
blinds. Secondary validation studies of these new annual daylighting metrics and criteria are needed in
order to increase designers’ confidence in their use and to help improve the science of annual-climatebased daylight simulation in the future. This paper documents human factors daylighting field study
research using student “daylit area” drawings and corresponding point-in-time and annual-climate-based
daylighting simulation with alternate blind control algorithms employed in order to provide insight to the
building performance simulation community about the use and application of these new annual daylighting
metrics. Results indicate that point-in-time simulation results with blinds retracted showed less discrepancy
between student daylit area evaluations than did annual simulation results regardless of the blind operation
algorithm used. Still, the better understanding of annual-climate-based daylighting metrics is essential.
Therefore, substantial analysis is presented about both point-in-time and annual simulation results. The
paper also identifies and explains inconsistencies between alternate annual blind control algorithms with
regard to determination of spaces as “nominally daylit” or having “preferred daylight” according to LM83 terminology. There were statistically significant differences regarding the most representative
horizontal illuminance indicator value for discerning between “non-”, “partially” and “fully” daylit areas.
The following horizontal illuminance thresholds emerged from the sensitivity analysis as representing
consistently low discrepancy between student evaluations and point-in-time simulation results; the
threshold between “non-daylit” and “partially daylit” produced 100 Lux and the threshold between
“partially daylit” and “fully daylit” produced 250 Lux. These are slightly lower than previously published
indicator values (150, 300 lux). This is possibly due to the relatively young sample of human participants
in this study. Other thresholds could be argued as having the least discrepancy for certain conditions (sky
condition, daylight aperture type). However, based on this study, these values (100, 250 Lux) are
recommended for future use in annual-climate-based daylighting analysis because they are logical and
represent consistently low error across multiples space types, times of year, aperture types and sky
conditions.
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1- INTRODUCTION
A daylit space is primarily lit with natural light and combines high occupant satisfaction with the visual
and thermal environment with low overall energy use for lighting, heating and cooling (Reinhart 2011).
The importance of occupant satisfaction in spaces with daylight is undeniable based upon several
daylighting studies (Marans and Yan, 1989; Roche et al. 2000; Galasiu and Veitch, 2006; Veitch et al.,
2007; Van Den Wymelenberg et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2011; Heschong and Van Den Wymelenberg, 2012;
Konis 2013; Borisuit et al., 2015). Benefits related to occupant comfort, satisfaction and well- being in
daylit spaces such as offices and classrooms can be substantial (Leslie 2003, Heschong 2003) and several
codes and standard organizations have begun to promote annual daylight simulation to support improved
design (IES Daylight Metrics Committee 2012, USGBC LEED V4). Because most buildings have manual
blind use, and annual energy and daylighting simulation needs to consider this impact somehow, there has
been much debate over the appropriate manual blind control assumptions that should be included in these
simulations.
In recent years, manual and automated blind use patterns have been explored to understand their impact
on occupant comfort and annual energy use in buildings (Newsham, 1994; Reinhart, 2004; Bourgeois,
Reinhart, & Macdonald, 2006; da Silva, Leal, & Andersen, 2012; Van Den Wymelenberg, 2012; Dyke,
et. al, 2015; Nezamdoost et al. 2014). It is difficult to ignore the acceleration of interest among codes and
standards organizations, manufacturers and even owners regarding the energy and human comfort
impacts and advantages of manual and automated blinds in buildings. Unfortunately, the lack of a
universally recognized manual blind operation pattern has hampered progress toward the desired
outcomes of these interested parties (Van Den Wymelenberg, 2012).
A suite of alternative manual blind patterns has been proposed (Blindswitch-2012 A and Blindswitch- 2012
B and the algorithm used by LM-83 (Dyke et al. 2015 and IES Daylight Metrics Committee 2012). Research
suggests that the alternate blind control algorithms result in meaningful differences by way of annual energy
consumption and energy end use splits (heating, cooling, lighting). It is reported that annual lighting enduse energy consumption of three strategies differed by approximately 6.6%, 3.7% and 2.2% using
Blindswitch-A, -B and LM-83 respectively as compared to a baseline with blinds always retracted with
daylight sensing lighting controls. For the same baseline, heating end-use consumption differed by 19.5%,
1.4% and 13.9% using Blindswitch-A, -B and LM-83 respectively (Nezamdoost et al. 2014). However,
there has been very little data available to determine which of the candidate manual blind use pattern(s)
should be used as a best practice in simulation, which produces annual daylight results that best correlate
with occupant ratings of daylit performance, and how each impact determination of spaces as “nominally
daylit” or having “preferred daylight” according to LM-83 terminology. Additionally, there are few human
factors daylighting studies available to examine the relationship between point-in-time and annual
simulation results and human evaluations. While this paper does not definitively answer all of these
questions, it makes substantial contributions to several areas of inquiry.

2- METHODS
The research plan was designed to address one primary objective and several secondary objectives. The
paper’s primary objective is to compare simulated daylight results with daylit area boundary drawings
conducted by students of architecture to determine what simulated parameters most closely corresponded
with student qualitative assessments of “non-daylight”, “partially daylit” and “fully daylit” areas within
study spaces. This follows up and builds upon two recent papers in this area (Reinhart et. al 2012 and
Reinhart et al. 2014). The secondary objectives were to determine whether point-in-time or annual
simulations more closely matched students’ perceptions of daylight sufficiency, which illuminance
thresholds provide the greatest predictive ability for “partially” and “fully” daylit spaces, what the
implications of alternate manual blind control patterns are in annual daylight simulations, and to contribute
to the ongoing discussion of the limits and strengths of current annual-climate-based daylight metrics and
the candidate manual blind control algorithms. Specifically, an examination of whether each study space
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met the requirements of LEED V4 EQ daylight Credit. These secondary objectives were not explicitly
explored in previous publications.
A substantial human factors field study was organized in 22 real spaces where graduate architecture
students (ages <30 years) evaluated the spaces and documented the daylit area and non-daylit area using
plan drawings. Studies were conducted over a period of three years (2012-2015) in Boise, ID and Seattle,
WA in three space types (classroom, office, other), comprising 260 individual “daylit area” occupant
evaluations. Daylight simulations were conducted using both annual and closely equivalent point-in-time
simulation settings for comparative purposes. Annual simulations were run with alternate blind operation
settings and point-in-time simulations were conducted both with blinds open and with blinds closed.
Sensitivity studies for point-in-time simulations were conducted to see which illuminance indicator
thresholds (ranging from 50-450 Lux) produced the smallest difference when comparing students’
assessments of fully daylit, partially daylit, and non-daylit areas within the study spaces.

2-1 Field Study
In order that this data set may contribute to current research (Heschong and Van Den Wymelenberg, 2012)
and address several real world buildings that commonly aim to include daylight, a field study of three
common space types was conducted.
1. Office space type (n=11): In this space type, there are generally fixed desk locations with fixed
viewing orientations for regular occupants who primarily work with computer, phone, and paper
based tasks and communicate one-on-one. In this category, the authors’ general concentration
was on open offices (n=10) rather than private ones (n=1).
2. Classroom space type (n=5): In this space type several different task commonly occur (desk work,
small group discussions, viewing the teaching wall) requiring multiple viewing orientations but
typically with a single dominant viewing direction (toward the teaching wall).
Conference rooms, meeting rooms and typical classrooms were categorized into this space type.
3. Other space type (n=6): These spaces potentially have more visitors than regular users.
Occupants have the ability to move through and around the space. They can choose to work in
their favorite location or may just be passing through. Spaces such as libraries, galleries,
gymnasiums and lobbies were categorized into this space type.

2-2 Experimental Setup
From January 2012 – May 2015 the second author taught a graduate level seminar to architectural students
at the University of Idaho in Boise titled Daylighting Design and Simulation where the field study was
conducted over several field trips. At the beginning of each field trip, after students had spent several
minutes in the room experiencing it from multiple points of view and understanding the functional purpose
of the space, students were given the following instruction:
“In this exercise you are asked to follow your own intuition and divide the designated study
area into a daylit and a non daylit area. Within the daylit area indoor illuminances levels due
to natural light should be adequate, useful and balanced for most of the year. Please conduct
conduct your assessment individually without consulting with other students.”
After that, students conducted illuminance measurements and completed a three-page questionnaire (results
reported elsewhere). Whenever possible, evaluations were conducted with all electric lights off and any
movable shading systems fully retracted (opened). In those spaces that had automated shading systems (n
=2), the blinds remained in the automatically controlled position. Figure 2-2 shows one of the field trip
locations with students conducting their evaluation. The research protocol (project 15-724) was reviewed by
the Institutional Review Board at the University of Idaho and was certified as exempt.
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Figure 2-2 Students’ Field Trip

2-3 Daylit Drawings Evaluation
All paper-based daylit area evaluations completed during the three-year period were gathered, digitally
scanned, and translated to vector line drawings in AutoCAD (Figure 2-3-left). As expected, the boundary
areas drawn by each student varied substantially and the authors employed an “area-based averaging
function” following previous similar research. “The daylit and partially daylit areas within a space
respectively correspond to areas for which either the majority (>75%) or a sizable portion (>25%) of
occupants voted (drew) that the area within the space was daylit, while the remaining area is ‘non daylit”
(Reinhart et. al, 2014). An area in a space was coded as “fully daylit” whenever 75% or more of the
evaluations designated it as a daylit area. The areas that were designated by 25%-74% of the evaluations to
be daylit were coded as “partially daylit” areas. If fewer than 25% of the evaluations designated an area as
daylit, that area was coded as a “non-daylit” area. Figure 2-3-right shows the results for space #008.

Figure 2-3 Area Based Averaging Function- Space #008
Left: Overlaid daylight boundary drawings of all students
Right: Resulting “fully” (white), “partially” (grey), and “non-daylit” areas (black)

2-4 Simulation Parameters
In order to make comparisons between results from simulation and those from the student daylit area
evaluations, accurate 3D geometry models are essential. Detailed digital interior models of all spaces and
relevant massing of surrounding buildings and site context were generated in SketchUp. The simulation
protocol outlined in LM-83 (IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee 2012) was used unless noted otherwise.
This protocol requires substantial detail to be included in the digital models. When the models were
complete and verified for accuracy against floor plans, photographs and Google Earth; they were exported
to the RADIANCE daylight simulation engine. Per LM-83, an illuminance analysis grid of 2’x2’ was used
for generating illuminance point data.
For point-in-time simulations, the authors began with 150 and 300 lux illuminance thresholds as proposed
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by Reinhart et al. (2014) (although this was for their annual analyses) to define boundaries of “non”(below
150 lux), “partial” (150-299 lux) and “fully” daylit areas (above 300 lux). Additionally, the authors
examined sensitivity analysis on alternate point-in-time illuminance thresholds to find the most accurate
match with students’ daylit area drawings. For the point-in-time comparisons between simulations and
daylit area drawings, a simulation data set was selected with the same clock time, from the same week and
with a matching sky condition from the annual simulation results (discussed below) to provide a very
similar basis of comparison as to when the students conducted the evaluations in the field.
For annual climate-based daylight simulation, the three-phase method was employed (McNeil and Lee,
2013), per LM-83(IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee 2012).
ambient calculations were
used in RADIANCE to compute light source contributions. Materials and shades were assigned to digital
models based on the materials in actual spaces using CIBSE surfaces and reflectance charts and
bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF). One substantial progression of this paper from the
previous daylit area studies is that manual dynamic blind algorithms are tested.
Similar to the students’ paper-based evaluations, the authors determined a need to define a “partially daylit”
area based upon the annual simulation results. Therefore, two levels of annual daylight sufficiency
performance criteria based upon the metric spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) (IESNA- Daylight Metrics
Committee 2012 and Heschong & Van Den Wymelenberg 2012) were used. Similar to the point-in-time
analyses, fully daylit areas were designated as those having 300 lux for at least 50% of the occupied hours
(8AM-6PM) and partially daylit areas had between 150-299 Lux for at least 50% of the time. Figure 2-4
demonstrates the simulation-based analysis in one example study space showing the fully, partially and
non-daylit areas.

DA plot with 300 Lux at 50% of time

Resulting partially daylit area

DA plot with 150 Lux at 50% of time

Resulting non-daylit area
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Figure 2-4 Simulation Based Analysis
Left: Standard daylight autonomy plots with 150 and 300 Lux at 50% of time basis with windows always retracted
Right: Resulting “fully” (white), “partially” (grey), and “non-daylit” areas (dark grey)

2-5 Simulating Dynamic Manually Operated Blinds
Blindswitch-A and –B were proposed for use with whole building simulations (or larger areas that could
logically be divided into ten window groups), whereas LM-83 uses a space-by-space approach for both
daylight performance characterization and hourly blind control, and therefore applies most directly to
smaller defined spaces. In order to establish a relevant basis of comparison of the algorithms, some rules
and refinements were required and are outlined below.
According to IES LM-83 2012 documentation (section 2.2.6 Blinds/Shades Operation): “…All exterior
windows must be modeled with blinds unless: Blinds will not be installed according to design documents,
and the Annual Sunlight Exposure calculation for the analysis area associated with the window group meets
or exceeds the recommended criteria for “nominally acceptable” occupant. Given that this paper documents
already built structures, the authors decided to model only those exterior windows that already had blinds
installed in reality as having blinds operated in the annual simulations.

3- RESULTS
3-1 Comparing daylight availability plots
Table 3-1 illustrates and compares the fully daylit (white), partially daylit (light gray) and non-daylit (dark
gray) areas in all 22 study spaces based on (1) students’ daylit evaluations during field trips in the threeyear period (2) simulated daylight availability in the exact time of student’s evaluation (3) simulated annual
daylight availability based on Blindswitch-A interior manual blind control pattern (4) simulated annual
daylight availability based on Blindswitch-B interior manual blind control pattern (5) simulated annual
daylight availability based on LM-83 manual blind control pattern (6) simulated annual daylight availability
if blinds were always open and (7) simulated annual daylight availability if blinds were always closed.
Table 3-1 is organized with spaces having blinds of some type appearing first and spaces without blinds
appearing last.
Table 3-1 routinely reveals noticeable differences in the size and shape of the non-, partially, and fully
daylit areas between the students’ daylit area drawings relative to simulated annual daylight performance
results. On the other hand, Table 3-1 also shows reasonable similarity between the students’ daylit area
drawings and the point-in-time simulation results for 16 out of 22 study spaces (all except #004, #005,
#010-014). It is interesting to note some features of the six spaces where the students’ drawings noticeably
do not align with the point-in-time simulation results.
Spaces #010 and #012 are located in the core of a building with a couple of interior relight windows and
no direct daylight available. The simulations suggest the spaces are non-daylit, but the students found
substantial fully daylit area across the whole length of space with some partial and non-daylit areas
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adjacent to the relight windows. In spaces #011 and #013, the students’ evaluations suggest that the spaces
are fully daylit with some partially daylit areas adjacent to the window openings while the simulations
predict the first two thirds of the space (next to the windows) is daylit and the last third (far from window)
is partially daylit. The results for spaces #011 and #013 suggest an interesting example of how the nature
of human visual perception for daylight is complicated. Students found substantial daylit areas in a
relatively dark space and this could be due to the dark adaptation. The human eye has different responses
as a function of wavelength when it is adapted to light conditions (photopic vision) and very dark
conditions (scotopic vision) (Michael Bass (ed.), Handbook of Optics Volume II - Devices, Measurements and
Properties, 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill 1995, pages 24-40).

The two remaining unique spaces (#004 and #005) have clerestory openings facing to the south and north
respectively in order to bring more natural light into the space. South-facing clerestory windows provide
toplighting to the space. Light is directed onto an interior wall facing the clerestory openings. The bright
wall may indicate to the students that the space is “brighter” than it is when considering only horizontal
illuminance, and consequently caused students to evaluate the entire area as daylit. These two spaces, in
conjunction with #010-014 begin to support a hypothesis about perception of brightness as a moderating
variable that is elaborated in the discussion section.
As it was mentioned in methods section, in Table 3-1, in those spaces with no blinds installed, blind study
was not conducted - there is no calculation of sDA value for blind algorithms in eight spaces (#002, #003,
#004, #005, #006, #007, #017 and #022) and therefore plots are only shown in always open iteration. In
those study spaces with no blinds, other strategies were used to control amount of sunlight such as exterior
shading devices (Space #002, #004, #005 and #006). Accordingly, the Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE)
metric (IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee 2012) was calculated for each space separately and shown in
Table 3-1. Annual sunlight exposure (ASE) was recorded zero for a few spaces, which is not a big surprise.
Spaces #003, #010 and #012 are located in the core zone of the buildings and no direct sun enters those
spaces throughout the year. Spaces #002, #011 and #013 face to the north, have low VLT for windows, and
use overhangs resulting in zero sunlight exposure during the occupied period (8AM- 6PM) during the year.
For spaces #019 and #022, all the openings are translucent and no direct sunlight can hit the sensors.
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Type of Blind

# 001

# 008

# 009

ASE=10.33

ASE=2.59

ASE=2.08

Louver Blind

Louver Blind

Louver Blind + Roller
Shade

Students’
Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Blindswitch-A Plot

Blindswitch-B Plot

IES LM-83 Plot

Always Open

Always Closed

Table 3-1 Comparing Fully, Partially

and Non-Daylight Area
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in All the Space Types

Type of Blind

Students’
Evaluation

# 014

# 015

# 016

ASE=10.6

ASE=32.48

ASE=18.89

Roller Fabric Shade

Roller Blind

Curtain Accent

-------------

-------------

Point-intime
simulation

BlindswitchA Plot

BlindswitchB Plot

IES LM-83
Plot

Always
Open

Always
Closed
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# 020

# 018

# 019

ASE=36.89

ASE=0

ASE=6.28

Type of Blind

Louver Blind

Louver Blind

Louver Blind

Students’ Evaluation

-------------

-------------

Point-in-time
simulation

Blindswitch-A Plot

Blindswitch-B Plot

IES LM-83 Plot

Always Open

Always Closed

Table 3-1 Comparing Fully, Partially

and Non-Daylight Area
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in All the Space Types

Type of Blind

# 021

# 010

# 011

ASE=12.96

ASE=0

ASE=0

Roller Blind

Louver Blind

Louver Blind

and Non-Daylight Area

in All the Space Types

Students’ Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Blindswitch-A Plot

Blindswitch-B Plot

IES LM-83 Plot

Always Open

Always Closed

Table 3-1 Comparing Fully, Partially
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Type of Blind

# 012

# 013

ASE=0

ASE=0

Louver Blind

Louver Blind

Students’
Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Blindswitch-A Plot

Blindswitch-B Plot

IES LM-83 Plot

Always Open

Always Closed

Table 3-1 Comparing Fully, Partially

and Non-Daylight Area
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in All the Space Types

Type of Blind

# 002

# 003

# 004

ASE=0

ASE=0

ASE=1.18

No Blinds

No Blinds

No Blinds

Students’ Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Always Open

Type of Blind

# 005

# 006

# 007

ASE=12.02

ASE=19.2

ASE=15

No Blinds

No Blinds

Students’ Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Always Open
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No Blinds

Type of Blind

# 017

# 022

ASE=3.76

ASE=0

No Blinds

No Blinds

Students’ Evaluation

Point-in-time
simulation

Always Open

Table 3-1 Comparing

Fully, Partially

and Non-Daylight Area

in All the Space Types

Table 3-2 Comparing sDA values for always open, always closed, LM-83, Blindswitch-A and –B and ASE in all
study spaces with students’ drawings “non-daylit”, “partially daylit” and “fully daylit”.
NB: Spaces with no blinds installed do not have any value of sDA for three manual blind control patterns.

Spac
e
Num
b er
# 001
# 008
# 009
# 014
# 015
# 016
# 018
# 019

sDA
Alwa
ys
Open

sDA
Blind
s
witch
-B
41.05

10.33

Students
’
evaluati
on–%
Area
“non
daylit”
32.29

Students
’
evaluati
on–%
Area
“partiall
y 11.10
daylit”

Students
’
evaluatio
n–%
Area
“fully
daylit”
57.16

sD
A
LM
- 83

50.63

sDA
Alway
s
Close
d
0.25

41.6

sDA
Blind
s
witch
-A
41.81

98.97

93.85

97.95

96.39

98.45

2.59

1.83

11.67

85.50

51.48

83.73

82.74

85.12

2.08

3.47

73.33

10.88

64.91

68.2

69.61

10.6

98.19

13.32

87.58

91.16

85.03

32.48

67.05

3.88

57.53

65.15

51.47

18.89

93.55

93.55

93.55

93.55

93.55

36.89

93.24

90.54

93.24

93.24

93.24

0

ASE

Students’
Predictio
n Status

LEED V4
sDA

ASE

Fail

Fail

86.50

Incorre
ct
Under
predict
Correct

Pass

Pass

8.00

88.53

Correct

Pass

Pass

No
Evals.
1.71

No
Evals.
5.88

No Evals.

---

Pass

Fail

92.41

Correct

Pass

Fail

No
Evals.
No
Evals.
No
Evals.

No
Evals.
No
Evals.
No
Evals.

No Evals.

---

Pass

Fail

No Evals.

---

Pass

Fail

No Evals.

---

Pass

Pass
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#
020
#
021

81.28

1.02

79.87

67.31

75.38

6.28

0.00

39.07

60.93

Incorrect

Pass

Pass

93.16

85.02

92.88

91.22

92.42

12.96

0.00

0.00

100.00

Correct

Pass

Fail

#
010

0.37

0.37

0.37

0.08

0.08

0

0.63

3.93

95.45

Fail

Pass

#
011

62.5

0.74

62.5

62.5

62.5

0

3.62

17.05

79.33

Pass

Pass

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.04

0.04

0

9.75

24.36

65.89

Incorre
ct
Under
Near
predict
Correct
Under
predict
Incorrect

Fail

Pass

86.32

0.85

86.32

86.32

86.32

0

1.21

3.99

94.80

Correct

Pass

Pass

15.05

0.49

NB

NB

NB

0

23.15

23.11

53.82

Incorrect

Fail

Pass

1.20

1.20

NB

NB

NB

0

58.85

41.15

0.00

Correct

Fail

Pass

33.20

0.78

NB

NB

NB

1.18

2.21

5.67

92.18

Fail

Pass

18.08

0.38

NB

NB

NB

12.02

4.94

47.69

47.37

Incorre
ct
Under
predict
Incorrect

Fail

Fail

97.62

87.3

NB

NB

NB

5.2

0.00

10.08

90.10

Correct

Pass

Pass

97.22

2.38

NB

NB

NB

15.0

0.00

16.35

83.91

Correct

Pass

Fail

6.51

0.47

NB

NB

NB

3.76

58.26

15.80

25.94

Incorrect

Fail

Pass

98.22

54.38

NB

NB

NB

0

0.00

14.73

85.55

Correct

Pass

Pass

#
012
#
013
#
002
#
003
#
004
#
005
#
006
#
007
#
017
#
022

Table 3-2 indicates that 9 of 18 (50%) spaces are correctly predicted as either partially (nominal) or fully
(preferred) daylit by the LM-83 blind control algorithm relative to students’ evaluations. The other nine spaces
were consistently under predicted by LM-83, suggesting that students found them to be either partially or fully
daylit but the simulation predicted the spaces to be non-daylit 50% of the time.
According to the table 3-1 and 3-2, the Blindswitch-A, -B, LM-83 and always open results for spaces #011
and #013 are exactly the same. Windows in those spaces faced to the North and according to Nezamdoost et
al. 2014 average percent occlusion for LM-83 in north façade is zero; for Blindswitch-B, the North facade
never reaches the minimum vertical exterior illuminance trigger (33,000 Lux) and Blindswitch-A shows only
0.49% occlusion. So it is expected to have similar values in those spaces facing to the north.
In spaces #018 and #019 the existing blinds located on small windows and big windows have no blinds. So,
blind occlusion does not have any considerable impact on amount of daylight in the study space; and that’s the
reason that sDA for always open, always closed (except for space #019), LM-83, Blindswitch-A and –B are
all the same.
In plots of space #015, Blindswitch-A and -B, a large non-daylit zone can be seen on the east side of space
which is due to the logic behind Blindswitch-A and –B algorithms. According to the algorithm, windows were
assigned a number from 1-10 in random fashion, and each number had one of four blind operation types
assigned. Window #1-2 are engaged and window #9-10 are always retracted. (Van Den Wymelenberg (2012)
, Dyke et. al (2015) and Nezamdoost et al. (2014)). Table 3-2 also shows sDA values for always open, always
closed, LM-83, Blindswitch-A and –B and ASE in all study spaces. In this table, study spaces were also
evaluated based on LEED V4. According to LEED V4, acceptable spaces are those with at least 55% spatial
Daylight Autonomy300/50% (sDA300/50%) and no more 10% annual sunlight exposure1000,250 (ASE1000,250). It is
worth noting that LM-83 does not propose formal criteria for ASE1000,250 as it does for sDA300/50%. The criteria
of a 10% limit on ASE1000,250 was a LEED V4 committee determination.
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Figure 3-3 shows the three alternate manual blind control algorithms (Blindswitch-A, -B, and LM-83)
plotted next to the always open and always closed blind conditions for study spaces with blinds
installed. While the plot cannot yet say which of the algorithms are most representative of actual human
control patterns in these buildings, some interesting trends are noticeable which may guide future
development of these algorithms.

Spatial Daylight Autonomy by Blind Control Algorithm
100

90

Spatial Daylight Autonomy

80
70
60
50
40
30

20

Always Open

Always Closed

LM83

Blindswith-A

#008

#018

#019

#021

#015

#013

#009

#014

#011

#016

#020

#001

10

Blindswith-B

Figure 3-3 sDA plot by blind control algorithm sorted by LM-83 values

3-2 Point-in-time vs. Annual simulation
As noted above, and detailed in Table 3-1, the general shapes and sizes of the non-, partially and fully
daylight areas of students’ daylight evaluations and the simulated point-in-time daylight illuminances
show notable similarities. In contrast, greater discrepancy can be seen between the annual illuminance
plots relative to students’ evaluations. In order to test this visually identified trend, Figure 3-7 was plotted,
comparing the percent of difference of fully daylit areas for point-in-time simulation and annual
simulation (using 300 Lux based on IES LM-83 documentation) versus students’ evaluations.
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Figure 3-7 Comparing percent of difference in point-in-time and annual simulations
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3-2-1 Point-in-time illuminance threshold
Given the increased accuracy of point-in-time simulations with regard to student evaluations outlined in
Section 3-1, a wide varied range of illuminance thresholds were chosen and examined in order to find out
the most accurate threshold based on students’ evaluations for the delineation of fully, partially and nondaylit areas. The sensitivity analysis went through illuminance levels from 50 Lux to 450 Lux (50, 75, 100,
125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450) for fully, partially and non daylit conditions in all study spaces
separately and then compared with students’ perception (daylit boundary drawings) and analyzed percent
of total difference, percent of correct prediction, false negative and false positive errors. The purpose was
to identify which threshold resulted in the highest correct prediction for fully, partially and non-daylit areas
and thus produced the lowest discrepancy.
Figures 3-8 shows example of this procedure in non-daylit category in space #001. In each plot, the black
color shows the similarity between students’ evaluations and point-in-time simulation with specific
thresholds. The green color illustrates false negative error, meaning that simulations disagree that the area
is fully/partially/non-daylit (the result is negative) but it is in fact present in students’ daylit evaluations.
This scenario is reversed for the yellow zone, meaning that simulations determined a fully/partially/nondaylit area in point-in-time simulations (the result is positive), but it is not in fact present in students’
drawings (the result is false).
Table 3-3 illustrates the detailed distribution of discrepancy for different illuminance levels for all the
study spaces for the fully daylit category. Zero values were recorded in a few well daylit spaces which
states that neither simulation results nor students’ drawings reported any non-daylit zones.
Figure 3-9 graphically displays the sensitivity study to determine which illuminance indicator thresholds
(ranging from 50-450 Lux) produced the smallest difference with students’ assessments of fully daylit,
partially daylit, and non-daylit areas within the study spaces. Additional analysis is revealed for sky
condition and fenestration type.
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Students’ evaluation plot
Error plot – 25Lux

Error plot – 50Lux

Error plot – 75Lux

Error plot – 100Lux

Error plot – 125Lux

Error plot – 150Lux

Error plot – 175Lux

Error plot – 200Lux

Winner- with the lowest percent of difference
Figure 3-8: Non-daylit area discrepancy plots in range of 25Lux-200Lux illuminance level thresholds in one of
study spaces- open office
Black: Correct – Green: False Negative Error – Yellow: False Positive Error
Table 3-3: Full daylit area - Distribution of discrepancy in different illuminance levels (100Lux-450Lux)
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Figure 3-9 Sensitivity study on illuminance indicator thresholds (ranging from 50-450 Lux) for point-in-time data
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3-2-2 Occupant Visual Perception
As it was mentioned in Section 3-1, in a few spaces (#004, #011 and #013) students’ evaluations show a
possible impact of human brightness perception increasing error in simulated illuminance plots relative to
students’ evaluations. This error generally happens when vertical glazing or clerestory openings provide
high levels of daylight washing vertical surfaces and/or the ceiling of the study space. Consequently, this
surface brightness can impact students’ perception of daylit/non-daylit areas in a room while the horizontal
task illuminance (simulation grid) does not necessarily exceed the required threshold to designate that area
as daylit. To test this concept, two categories of study spaces were compared. The first group includes all
study spaces and the second group consists of only spaces that do not meet the characteristics described
above as contributing to the human brightness perception error (thus, excluding #004, #011 and #013).
Figure 3-10 illustrates this comparison using the average difference of each group for specific illuminance
thresholds. It is interesting to see that at higher illuminance levels (more than 200 Lux), the group two,
without the spaces subject to occupant brightness perception issue described, produce lower discrepancy.
The groups are statistically significantly different above 200 Lux (p < 0.00075).
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Figure 3-10 Comparing percent of difference with and without the spaces designated as having characteristics
contributing to the occupant brightness perception issue – point-in-time simulation
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4- DISCUSSION
The research plan was conducted in order to determine which of three candidate manual interior blind
control algorithms produced the smallest difference between annual daylight results and students’
qualitative assessments of “non-daylight”, “partially daylit” and “fully daylit” areas of multiple field study
spaces. At first glance, annual spatial daylight autonomy did not differ dramatically between manual blind
control patterns. However sDA values for Blindswitch-A are consistently lower than the other two
algorithms (Blindswitch-B and LM-83). The average percent of difference of three manual interior blind
control patterns, (Blindswitch-A, Blindswitch-B and LM-83) against students’ evaluations are more or less
in the same range: 9.47%, 9.17% and 8.97% in non-daylight category (illuminance value below 150 Lux,
<150); 16.64%, 16.12% and 15.89% in partially daylit category (illuminance value between 150 and 300
Lux,t - >150 lux, <300 lux); 21.25%, 21.86% and 20.16% in fully daylit category (illuminance value above
300 Lux,>300 lux);. However, LM-83 stands a little bit closer to what students evaluated in non-, partially
and fully daylit areas. According to proposed indicator values (100 and 250Lux) the average percent of
difference dropped: 6.84%, 6.67% and 6.69% in non-daylight category (illuminance value below 100 Lux,
<100); 11.73%, 11.52% and 10.98% in partially daylit category (illuminance value between 100 and 250
Lux,t - >100 lux, <250 lux); 15.09%, 16.09% and 15.53% in fully daylit category (illuminance value above
250 Lux,>250 lux). Among annual daylighting results, the lowest discrepancy belong to blinds open since
in the experiments students were asked to pull blinds open. Accordingly it is reversed for results with blinds
always closed.
Also, three alternate manual blind control algorithms (Blindswitch-A, Blindswitch-B and LM-83) plus
always open and always closed blinds conditions were compared and analyzed according to spatial
Daylight Autonomy (sDA) (in figure 3-3), annual average of daily rate of change (in figure 3-4), annual
average of daily number of blind movement (in figure 3-5) and average percent of blind occlusion in
occupied hours (in figure 3-6). At first glance it is interesting to see how close to the “always open”
condition all three of the manual blind control algorithms are. A few other findings include:


High values of sDA for the always closed blind position data in those spaces with skylight shows
the importance of toplighting strategies to provide robust daylight performance even while all the
windows are covered with closed blinds. At the same time, spaces with only vertical fenestration
with blinds applied show very low values for the always closed condition, indicating how critical
blind use is in annual daylight performance evaluation.



The alternate manual blind control patterns (Blindswitch-A, -B and LM-83) are most forgiving,
and least sensitive to spaces with north facing fenestration and toplighting. Spaces that used both
toplighting and sidelighting strategies are robust against blind closure (spaces #008, #009, #018,
#019 and #021). Spaces facing north (Spaces #011 and #013) show no considerable difference by
blind algorithm while sidelit spaces with south, east and west orientation show greater difference
by blind algorithm.
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Furthermore, evaluations were conducted using equivalent point-in-time daylighting results, blinds always
open and always closed, as well as blind control algorithms previously mentioned. The result section has
revealed that 71% (45 out of 64) of total point in time and annual simulation plots in table 3-1 according
previously published indicator values (150, 300 lux) (Blinds always closed are excluded) in measuring
non-daylit area and 56% (36 out of 64) in fully daylit area prediction, agree with students’ evaluations with
less than 20 percent difference. Also, the interesting side is that in all study spaces (except space # 015)
point-in-time simulation results had less difference between student daylit area evaluations than did annual
simulation results. Considering all study spaces, the average percent of difference in point-in-time
simulation is 21.63% while 27.01% discrepancy was recorded for annual simulation. The difference of the
means is statistically significant. With proposed indicator values (100 and 250 Lux) in both point-in-time
and annual simulation more correct prediction and less discrepancy was recorded regarding to students’
drawings. It decreased by 18.39% and 21.47% discrepancy in point- in-time and annual simulation
respectively. It is interesting to note that space # 015 shows lower discrepancy in annual simulation versus
point-in-time simulation, and this is the students’ studio space where they spend a great deal of time on an
annual basis. The reduced error for point-in-time results begins to answer the question posed by Van Den
Wymelenberg (2014); is there an important difference between visual comfort research results obtained
from naïve versus expert participants or occupants versus visitors? This study does not provide a
conclusive result since research participants were all students of architecture, cannot be considered
completely naïve, nor are they daylighting experts.
Sensitivity studies were conducted to see which illuminance indicator thresholds (ranging from 50-450
Lux) produced the smallest difference when comparing students’ assessments of fully daylit, partially
daylit, and non-daylit areas within the study spaces. The following preliminary horizontal illuminance
thresholds emerged from the sensitivity analysis as representing the least difference between student
evaluations and point-in-time simulations; the threshold between non-daylit and partially daylit - 100 Lux;
the threshold between partially daylit and fully daylit - 250 Lux (9.07 and 17.25 percent discrepancy
respectively). These are slightly lower than previously published indicator values (150, 300 lux). This is
possibly due to the relatively young sample of human participants in this study. Other thresholds could be
argued as having the least discrepancy for certain conditions (sky condition, daylight aperture type).
However, based on this study, these values (100, 250 Lux) are recommended for future use in annualclimate-based daylighting analysis because they are logical and represent consistently low error across
multiples space types, times of year, aperture types and sky conditions.
More accurate results can be reached if we classify study spaces according to the exact sky condition that
students evaluate the space – overcast or clear. Results indicate and explain that students predict dark
conditions (non and partially daylit) better in overcast sky (average difference in all threshold-study spaces
is 12.78%) while average difference was reported more than twice (25.69%) in clear sky. But in order to
predict fully daylit areas in spaces, students showed lower difference in clear sky (16.66%) than overcast
sky (24.19%). In clear sky, the least discrepancy were recorded in 125 Lux for non-daylit areas and in 250
Lux for fully daylit areas; while in overcast sky 25 and 250Lux are the best boundaries in non/partial and
partial/full daylit zones respectively.
Similarly, the overall data were classified and analyzed under two different daylighting strategies:
Toplighting and sidelighting. In all three categories- non, partial and full, students could predict more
accurately in those spaces using skylights plus windows - toplight spaces (5.82, 14.17 and 21.10% in
average respectively) versus spaces with windows only – sidelight spaces (11.04, 24.12 and 23.92%
respectively). In sidelight spaces according to comparative study of students’ drawings and simulation
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results, 50Lux and 250Lux show lowest percent of discrepancies in non and fully daylit categories; while
the winners in toplight spaces are 25 and 250Lux.Finally, it was found that a moderating variable defined
as “Occupant Visual Brightness Perception” had a statistically significant impact (p < 0.00075) on student
evaluations of daylit areas in rooms with generally higher illuminance levels.
Finally, only eight of 22 spaces studied meet the LEED V4 criteria for the EQ daylight credit. However,
of the 18 spaces with student daylit area drawings (from the 22), students designated that 11 spaces had
more than 75% of the floor area as “fully daylit”. Furthermore, 14 of the 22 spaces meet the sDA (LM83) portion of the LEED V4 EQ daylight credit, meaning that 6 of the 14 failed due to the ASE 10%
threshold criteria included in LEED V4. It is the authors’ opinion that this ASE threshold, as it is currently
defined and calculated via simulation, may be too restrictive and warrants further research before it is
implemented in additional reach standards or codes.

5- CONCLUSION
Results indicate that point-in-time simulation results with blinds retracted showed less discrepancy
between student daylit area evaluations than did annual simulation results regardless of the blind operation
algorithm used. Still, the better understanding of annual-climate-based daylighting metrics is essential.
Therefore, substantial analysis is presented about both point-in-time and annual simulation results.
The paper also identifies and explains inconsistencies between alternate annual blind control algorithms
with regard to determination of spaces as “nominally daylit” or having “preferred daylight” according to
LM-83 terminology. For point-in-time analyses, student evaluations conducted under clear skies and in
study spaces with only vertical fenestration showed greater discrepancy with simulated results for the “nondaylit” and “partially daylit” designations than those conducted under overcast skies and those in study
spaces with toplighting. On the other hand, student evaluations conducted under overcast skies and in study
spaces with only vertical fenestration showed greater discrepancy with simulated results for the “fully
daylit” designation. Student evaluations and point-in-time simulation results were more similar in spaces
with some toplighting component than those having only sidelighting regardless of sky condition.
There were statistically significant differences regarding the most representative horizontal illuminance
indicator value for discerning between “non-”, “partially” and “fully” daylit areas. Interestingly, for “fully
daylit” areas, the illuminance indicator value, 250 Lux, consistently emerged across sky conditions and
daylight aperture types as having the least discrepancy with daylit area drawings. It was found that a
moderating variable defined by the authors as “Occupant Brightness Perception” had a statistically
significant (p < 0.00075) impact on student evaluations of daylit areas in rooms with generally higher
illuminance levels whereby students considered spaces to be better daylit in cases where walls opposite
perimeter vertical fenestration were washed with daylight. The t-test suggests statistical significance, the
sample of spaces with this condition is small and therefore, this should be considered a preliminary finding.
The following horizontal illuminance thresholds emerged from the sensitivity analysis as representing
consistently low discrepancy between student evaluations and point-in-time simulation results; the
threshold between “non-daylit” and “partially daylit” produced 100 Lux and the threshold between
“partially daylit” and “fully daylit” produced 250 Lux. These are slightly lower than previously published
indicator values (150, 300 lux). This is possibly due to the relatively young sample of human participants
in this study. Other thresholds could be argued as having the least discrepancy for certain conditions (sky
condition, daylight aperture type). However, based on this study, these values (100, 250 Lux) are
recommended for future use in annual-climate-based daylighting analysis because they are logical and
represent consistently low error across multiples space types, times of year, aperture types and sky
conditions.
However, some big research gaps can still be seen. Based on this study, it is difficult to justify which
manual blind control algorithm responds most similarly to the actual blind use patterns of real occupants.
The candidate blind control algorithms are based large on one or two parameters and this behavioral
phenomenon seems to be more complex and requires further research. It seems unlikely that the little
34

difference shown between any of the manual blind control algorithms and the always open condition is
representative of actual user behavior. Moreover, this study shows that current manual blind algorithms
have unrealistically high values in average hourly blind occlusion, number of blind movements and rate of
change than what is generally expected from a manual blind in reality. Therefore, it seems still there is a
long way to make comprehensive pattern which improves accuracy of predictive energy and daylighting
modeling. Future work should continue to update the proposed manual blind control algorithms based on
additional human factors and post occupancy studies of manual blind use in real buildings.
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